
Eklectic Coffee Bar catering combines excellent service
with highly crafted coffee beverages. We partner with
small-batch, organic coffee roasters to provide the freshest
coffee from the farm to the cup. With a wide range of
coffee bar experiences we allow the customer to customize
and create a coffee bar that fits their needs.

Let’s create your coffee bar experience!
Each coffee bar experience includes two hours of service
with unlimited drinks for your guests. All we need is an hour to
set up our coffee cart. Then let the sipping begin.



DRIP
COFFEE
BAR

Enjoy freshly roasted batch-brewed drip coffee set up on
one of our handmade coffee carts and served by an
attendant. Your guests will be given the choice of two single
origin coffees with all the cups and fixins provided. *This
bar pairs great as an add-on to our espresso bar.

$400 - 100 people



Pour-Over
Bar

Our pour-over bar is for the coffee lover. We grind the coffee
fresh for each cup and hand-pour each cup, taking 3-5
minutes a cup with four brewers going simultaneously. Your
guests have the choice of two single origin coffees and all
the cups and fixins, creating a unique, interactive experience
for your guests. *This bar pairs nicely as an add-on to our
espresso bar.

$600 – 100 people



ESPRESSO
BAR

Our espresso bar is sure  to impress and stand out
at any event. We provide  hand-crafted espresso
drinks, hot and/or iced,  using quality, freshly
roasted espresso beans.  Each drink is made with
precision and includes a customizable menu,
organic milk/alternative  milk products and the
choice of two of our  homemade syrups.

$1,000 – 100 people



Bridal Bar
We are always questioned, “How did you come up with a
coffee cart concept?” Our answer is simple, “This was
something we wanted on our wedding day, but their was
nothing around at the time.”
My husband and I bonded over coffee, I guess that is
where I first fell “in like” with him. Now it is our dream
to  share our love of coffee with other couples on their
wedding day.

The bridal bar combines our
espresso and drip coffee
bar. It includes unlimited
beverages hot and iced and
two hours of service time.

*Pour-over bar can be
switched out for the drip
coffee bar for an additional
cost.

$1,200 – 100 people



CASH
COFFEE
BAR

Our cash coffee or espresso bar comes with
two hours of service time and will give your
event the pop it needs. You pay our booking fee
and your guests will pay for their drinks. Your
experience is customizable by selecting from
the services listed above. We will send a
personalized quote for our booking, then let the
sipping begin.



Batch-Brew
Bottles
Our batch-brew bottles let you enjoy the drinks
without the bar. Our 32 oz, sharable size, is great
for birthdays, baby showers, bridal showers, or
just a back yard get-together. Syrup flavors
change  seasonally and can be ordered through
our online store and picked-up at one of our
pop-up locations  by visiting our events page on
our website.

*Customizable label at additional cost.



Frequently Asked Questions
Q: Is the cost the same if I have less or more than 100 people?
A: No, we will give you a custom quote for smaller or larger events.

Q: How close do I have to be within the 100 people for my cost to change?
A: Typically as long as the guest count is with in 20 people less or more the cost will not change.

Q: My event is longer than two hours. How much additional cost is there for an additional
hour? A: We are very flexible and love hanging out, however we do have to pay our babysitters.
Additional time is $100 per hour. Not including set-up and tear down.

Q: How many people can you serve in two hours?
A: It is entirely dependent on the type of coffee bar you select. But typically our espresso bar
can handle up to 150 people.

Q: How much space do you need to set up?
A: a 4x5 space for one of our carts or 8x5 space for both.

Q: What kind of power do you need?
A: If setting up indoors we will need at least four outlets. We do have long extension chords to
work with if a second one is not as close.

Q: Can you do outdoor events?
A: Yes, we do have a quiet, inverter generator for outdoor set ups.

Q: How far will you travel for an event?
A: We prefer to stay within a 50 mile radius of our home base of 21773. Outside of this is case
by case and will infer additional travel charges.

Please always ask if you have
more questions. We are a small
family owned business and as
such, we try and do our best to
work with the client to make their
coffee experience the best that it
can be.
If we can do something we will
and if not, we will do our best to
find a solution that works for
everyone.



BOOK US TODAY!

EKLECTICCOFFEE.COM
EKLECTICCOFFEE@GMAIL.COM

mailto:EKLECTICCOFFEE@GMAIL.COM

